
How Kunlun Games
Raised its ROI X 1.5
About the developer
Kunlun Games is an online publisher that creates high-quality, popular games. They have successfully 
launched a variety of award-winning  games that have been well-received by the international market.

About the game
Goddess is a cinematic, 3D-action MMORPG that transforms its players into heros who must save the 
world. Players travel back through time and space to before the birth of the 'Tyrant' to save humanity, 
and the spirit world!

Challenge
  SCALE - Hitting top Overall Games in JP, KR, HK, MO, TW across Android and iOS
  COST - Meeting the cost-per-payer target
  QUALITY - Bringing in users with good retention rates
  DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS - Finding reliable acquisition partners



Campaign Overview

Appnext's Campaign Optimization
Publisher - After the campaign runs for 48 hours the performance of each publisher is assessed. 
Unqualified publishers are removed, and direct-buy campaigns are created for quality publishers.

Creative - A/B testing is conducted to find the best performing creative that will deliver the most 
promising users. Example: In Hong Kong, both English and traditional Chinese text were tested.  
The English creative performed better.

GEO & Date - Appnext can also optimize by GEO and date. With a fixed total budget it was found that 
Japan has the better ROI (return on investment) and DAU (daily active users) therefore it was suggested 
that the advertiser increase the bid and budget there.

Challenge
Scale, Cost, Quality
Distribution ChannelsTarget Markets

JP, KR, HK, MO, TW
Platforms
iOS and Android

Campaign Launch Date
March 2017

Game
Goddess



Creative
Kunlun Games used video and static creative formats featuring the gameplay and state-of-the-art 
gamer experience.

Results
  ROI from Appnext is 1.5 above the average.
  Appnext is in the top 5 channels when considering volume, character creation, character level and ROI.

“Appnext self-serve platform is intuitive and easy- to -use. The platform's transparency and wide variety of 
quality publishers enabled us to create targeted, optimized campaigns and reach our campaign goals”

Optimization
Kunlun games distributed, managed, and optimized each campaign aspect through the Appnext 
platform to achieve their goals.

Apps Bid Installs Character Level 10 Level 20 Level 5 Total events

Livedoor Blog_64604
(255212)

$8.50(CPI) 1,015 1,165
114.78%

735
72.41%

441
43.45%

854
84.14%

3,195

Livedoor Blog_63764
(254266)

$7.00(CPI) 190 221
111.05%

117
61.58%

67
35.26%

146
76.84%

541

Livedoor Blog_95812
(255224)

$6.50(CPI) 35 47
134.29%

32
91.43%

19
54.29%

35
100.00%

133

Livedoor Blog_95813
(255218)

$6.50(CPI) 10 13
130.00%

9
90.00%

9
40.00%

9
90.00%

35

Yulin Gong
Senior Marketing Specialist



About Appnext
Appnext is a leading mobile discovery platform, helping millions of users experience apps at the right 
moments throughout the day. Our platform provides mobile publishers and app marketers with end-
to-end technology solutions for premium monetization and app growth.

Leading mobile and in-app video advertising since 2012, Appnext has partnered with the top app, 
game, mobile web publishers, as well as OEMs and mobile operators to help them grow their mobile 
businesses by promoting apps. With a growing community of over 85,000 developers and 700M 
users worldwide, we’ve created a marketplace that connects publishers and advertisers directly and 
transparently, amplifying their monetization and advertising efforts.

appnext.com


